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A v ariety of micromachined sensors and actuators use coupled electrical and therm al
transport in doped silicon bridges and cantile v ers. One example is thermomechanical data
storage cantile v ers, in which Joule heating and atomic-scale forces yield indentations in an
organic substrate. The thermal isolation of these structures augments the temperature rise
during Joule heating, which can generate more intrinsic carriers and lead to thermal
runaway in the presence of a constant bias voltage. This article de v elops a simple model for
the thermal runaway effect in doped silicon cantile v ers. The model relates the electrical
conducti vity in the cantile v er to the temperature-dependent carrier concentrations in silicon
and is consistent with the a v ailable experimental data.

This article investigates the thermal runaway effect due to intrinsic carrier
generation in micromachine d cantilevers made from dope d silicon. Each of the
micromachine d cantileve rs incorporate s a he ating element in the form of a lightly
doped, high-resistivity region ne ar the tip. The rest of the cantilever is he avily
doped and has low electrical resistance s Figure 1.. When electrical current flows
through the cantilever, power is dissipate d mainly within the high-re sistivity he ater
region, leading to significant he ating of the tip.
The he ated tip of the cantilever can be used for a varie ty of tasks such as
high-de nsity thermome chanical data storage w 1 ] 3x . In one version of this storage
method, an atomic force microscope s AFM. cantileve r is fabricated with an
integrate d out-of-plane tip. The tip is put in contact with a rotating polycarbonate
disk, and electrical he ating pulses applie d to the cantilever enable nanoinde ntations to be forme d on the disk surface representing data bits. This storage method
is being inve stigate d as a possible me ans of extending mass storage into the
100-Gbit r in.2 regime and beyond w 3x .
The dynamic thermal behavior of the cantileve rs } in particular the thermal
time constant } greatly affects the data writing rate achie vable with the device. As
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NOMENC LATUR E
A
Eg
h ef f
I le ve r
kB
k ht r
ki
kse g
k Si
l le ve r
l se g
ni
n p e f f-h tr
Pht r

cross-sectional are a of cantilever leg
band gap of silicon
effective coefficient of he at loss
current through the cantilever
Boltzmann’s constant
thermal conductivity of the
he ate r-re gion material
thermal conductivity of segment i
thermal conductivity of the
leg-segment material
thermal conductivity of silicon
length of e ach cantilever leg
length of a cantilever segment
intrinsic carrie r concentration
effective carrier s hole. concentration
rate of heat generation in the
he ate r region

Pse g
q
R h tr
R le ve r
R se g
T
Tht r
Ti
Tr m
Tse g
Vkin k
Vle ve r
m p

rate of he at ge neration in a
leg segment
unit electronic charge
electrical resistance of the
heate r region
electrical resistance of
heate r-cantilever
electrical resistance of a leg segment
absolute temperature
heate r temperature
temperature of segment i
room temperature
temperature of a cantilever
leg segment
kink voltage
voltage across the cantilever
hole mobility in silicon

previously reporte d, thermal time constants on the order of 1 m s have been
demonstrate d with geometrically optimize d heate rs w 4x . Separate ly, it was also
obse rved that significant non-Ohmic effects occurre d in the device that might
affe ct steady-state he ate r behavior, especially during high-voltage operation. In the
present work, we have attempted to model the steady-state behavior of the
cantilevers with a thermal-e lectrical model that is base d on the physical characte ristics of silicon and is derive d as much as possible from fundame ntal principles and
published data. Using the model to relate electrical conductivity to temperature dependent carrier concentrations in silicon, we were able to simulate thermal
runaway in the cantilevers. The simulation results agre ed closely with measure ments.

Figure 1. SEM image of a boron-doped heatercantilever. The region enclosed by the dotted lines
represents the lightly doped resistive he ater, while
the rest of the cantilever is heavily doped. Each
cantilever leg is 8 m m wide and 1 m m thick, while the
he ater region is 8 m m wide.
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D EVIC E D ESC R IPTION
An scanning electron micrograph s SEM. of a sample cantilever is shown in
Figure 1. Each cantilever leg is 8 m m wide, as is the heater region at the tip. Actual
cantilever lengths range from 50 m m to 250 m m. The thickness is 1 m m. The legs
are heavily doped with boron at 5 = 10 19 r cm3 ; the he ate r region is moderate ly
doped with boron at 8 = 10 16 r cm 3. The detailed cantilever fabrication process
has been described elsewhere w 1, 2x . Other types of micromachine d he ating elements found in the literature include devices made of polysilicon w 5, 6x or silicon
nitride w 7x .

MEASUR EMENTS AND ANALYSIS
Two sets of electrical I ] V measure ments were made on the heater-canti levers: one in vacuum and the other in air. The me asure ments made in vacuum will
be discussed here first. The voltage across a cantileve r was swept slowly from 0 to
10 V using a HP4155A semiconductor parametric analyze r, and the me asure d
current was plotte d versus voltage. The I ] V curve for a 200- m m-long cantilever
s Figure 2, series A, solid line . me asure d in vacuum, for example, shows a decre asing positive slope 0 V to 4.6 V, with a sharp jump in current at a ``kink voltage ’’
Vkink of 4.6 V. s Similar phenome na were observe d for cantilevers of othe r lengths
as well..
The shape of the curve can be partly explained as follows. The current
through the cantilever cause s resistive heating, especially in the heate r region. The

Figure 2. Current ve rsus applied voltage for 200- m m-long electrically
he ated cantilever s A. in vacuum, s B. in air. The main feature of the
curve is the kink at 4.6 V s in vacuum. or 8.8 V s in air ., believed to be
caused by thermal runaway within the heater region related to intrinsic
carrier generation in silicon.
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increase in temperature along the cantilever leads to an associate d rise in electrical
resistance , thereby depressing the I ] V curve. This explanation, however, does not
account for the kink in Figure 2, where the sharp incre ase in current implies a
sudden decre ase in resistance . It is believed that thermal runaway within the
he ater region might be a factor.
Since the cantileve r is made of a semiconductor material, its intrinsic carrier
density varie s widely with temperature. When the temperature of the he ater region
re ache s a certain level, the intrinsic carrier density in the silicon exceeds the
dopant carrier density. Above this temperature, the effective resistance of the
he ater region is determined largely by the intrinsic carrier density and not the
dopant impurity concentration. The extra carriers that become available cause the
he ater region to decrease in resistance, which in turn allows more current to flow,
thereby generating more resistive he ating, leading to a further drop in he ater
resistance . This positive feedback cycle cause s the temperature of the he ater
region to rise sudde nly. The temperature continue s to incre ase } and the he ater
region resistance continues to drop } until the current through the cantilever
becomes limited mainly by the leg resistance.
In the following analysis, thermal runaway is assumed to occur only within
the heater region, not the cantilever legs. This is because the cantilever legs, being
much more he avily dope d, are not as susceptible to thermal runaway as the he ater
region. This me ans that the intrinsic carrier concentration has a much highe r
threshold to exceed before it can dominate the leg conductance .
A quantitative device model has been developed to verify the thermal
runaway hypothe sis. In this mode l, the cantileve r is represented by a series of
segments s Figure 3.. A set of attribute s s resistivity, temperature, thermal conductivity, current, and voltage . is assigned to each segment, and the value s of these
attributes are solved for using the finite-differe nce approach in conjunction with
the energy balance method. s Other approache s include electrical modeling using
SPICE w 1, 8, 9x .. The attributes are all interdependent, howeve r. For example ,
resistivity and thermal conductivity depend on temperature, and the current
through the cantileve r depends on the total resistance of the segments. In this
study, simple algebraic formulas are used to represent these dependencies.
The dependence of electrical resistance on temperature is modeled using
Eqs. s 1. ] s 3.. Note that slightly diffe rent equations are used for the legs and the
he ater region, since the doping levels are different.
The intrinsic carrier concentration n i in silicon is take n to incre ase with
temperature according to the following pair of equations w 10x s see Figure 5, below.:
n i s 1.5 = 10 33 T 3 exp

t /
y qEg
kBT

y 0.5
E g s 1.21 y 7.1 = 10 y10 n 0.5
i T

0.5

s 1 a.
s 1b.

where n i is in units of cm y3 , T is the absolute temperature in K, q is the unit
electronic charge , k B is Boltzmann’ s constant s 8.62 = 10 y5 eV r K., and E g is the
band gap of silicon in eV. This is an empirical fit to publishe d data w 10x .
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Figure 3. Thermal-electrical model of he ater-cantilever. The cantilever is modeled as a series of segments e ach with
its own set of attributes including temperature, thermal conductivity, electrical resistance, and current. A
finite-difference equation can be formulated for e ach segment s and associated node ., reflecting the balance of he at
flow between itself and neighboring segments as well as electrical heat generation and possible he at loss to the
surrounding air. Note that only a half-model s representing only one cantilever leg and half the he ater region. is
needed because of the symmetrical shape of the cantilever.
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The carrier s hole . mobility m p in silicon within the heate r region is assume d
to vary with he ate r temperature Thtr as

m

p

s Thtr . s m

p

s Trm .

t /
Thtr

y 1 .7

s 2 a.

Trm

This approximate s a more complicated empirical fit to expe rimental data w 10 x .
Here, Trm stands for room temperature s 300 K.. Me anwhile, the corresponding
equation for a cantilever leg segment is

m

ps Tse g . s m

t /
Tseg

ps T se g .

y0 .58

s 2 b.

Trm

where Tse g is temperature of a particular segment of the cantileve r leg in the
model.
Note that the absolute value of the expone nt in Eq. s 2 b . is smaller than that
s
in 2 a. in orde r to account for the weaker temperature dependence of hole
mobility in he avily dope d silicon w 11, 12x .
As indicated in Eqs. s 1. and s 2., the electrical resistance of the heater region
s
R htr Thtr . is assume d to depend only on the effective carrier s hole . concentration
n pe ff-htr s Thtr . and carrier s hole . mobility m p -htr s Thtr .. In particular, the value of n p is
take n to be equal to the dopant density n boron or the intrinsic carrier density
n i s Thtr ., whichever is gre ate r at the temperature in question. s This is the crux of
the thermal runaway hypothe sis.. The he ate r resistance therefore is given by
Rhtrs Tht r . s Rhtrs Trm .

n p e ff-htrs Trm . m

n p e ff-htrs Tht r . m

p-htr

s Trm .

p -htr

s Thtr .

s 3 a.

It should be reiterated that the value of R htr here corre sponds to half the actual
he ater resistance, since this analysis uses a half-cantileve r model.
As for the legs, the electrical resistance of a leg segment Rse g s Tseg . is
assumed to depend only on its carrier s hole . mobility m p -segs Tseg .:
Rse gs Tse g . s R segs Trm .

m

m

p segs T rm .

s 3b .

p segs T se g .

Data on the temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity of he avily
doped silicon w 13x are limited. For simplicity, the thermal conductivity of the
cantilever material is assume d here to vary inverse ly as the absolute temperature:
k htrs Tht r . s w k htrs Trm . x

y1

s 4 a.

kse gs Tse g . s w ksegs Tr m . x

y1

s 4b.
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where k htr and k seg are the thermal conductivitie s of the heate r region material
and the cantilever leg segment material, respectively.
Finally, the rate of he at generation in the heater region Phtr and each leg
segment Pse g is give n by
2
.
Phtr s w R htr s Thtr . x s Ileve
r

s 5a .

2
.
Pse g s Rseg s Tseg . s Ilever

s 5b .

where Ile ve r is the current flowing through the cantilever. The value of Ilever is
given by
Ile ve r s

Vle ve r r 2
R htrs T ht r . qp

all-segme nts

s 6.

R segs Ts eg .

Here, Vle ve r is simply the voltage applie d across the entire cantileve r. The
re ason for dividing Vlever by 2 is that only half the applie d voltage appe ars across
the one-legge d cantilever mode l.
Based on Eqs. s 1. ] s 6., a finite-differe nce equation can be formulate d for
each node using the energy-balance method. Only conduction through the cantilever mate rial and electrical heat generation within the cantileve r is considered.
Calculations show that radiation and convection are relatively insignificant source s
of he at loss within the temperature range of interest w 2x .
For node i, the finite-diffe rence equation is
s Ti y Tiy 1 .

s k i, iy 1 . A
l se g

s s Ti q1 y Ti .

s k i q1, i . A
lseg

2

q s Ilever . Rseg

s 7.

where Ti is the temperature of segment i, k i, iy 1 is the average thermal conductivity of segments i and i y 1, A is the cross-sectional area of the cantilever leg, and
l se g is the length of a segment.
A system of n q 1 simultane ous equations can be formulate d for the cantilever as a whole, where n s s cantileve r length . r s segment length ., with the
s n q1.th segment representing the heate r region.
Using an iterative technique, Eqs. s 1. ] s 7. can be solve d simultane ously to
yield mutually compatible solutions for Ti , Thtr , n p eff , s Rseg . i , R htr , k i , and Ilever
for any given value of Vlever . The following parame ter values are used s all values
are for room temperature , 300 K.: resistance of each leg s 1.65 k V s i.e., total for
two legs is 3.3 k V ., l se g s 5 m m s i.e., there are 40 segments in a 200- m m-long leg,
implying Rse g s 412.5 V ., R htr in the half-cantile ver model s 2 k V s i.e., 4 k V in
the actual cantileve r., kSi s 52 W r m K s for a 1-m m-thick silicon layer dope d at
5 = 10 19 r cm 3 ..
It should be note d that the thermal conductivity value for silicon used for this
analysis s 52 W r m K at room temperature . is significantly lower that the standard
value of 148 W r m K w 14x . Experimental studies w 11, 12x have shown that the
thermal conductivitie s of dope d silicon samples diffe r substantially from that of
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pure sample s. This is because phonons, which dominate he at current in silicon,
scatte r strongly with impurity atoms and electrons in impure sample s w 15, 16 x .
Existing thermal conductivity data suggest that the thermal conductivitie s of
he avily doped silicon sample s depend weakly on dopant species and vary with
dopant concentration in a matter that can be reasonably well described using a
semiempirical thermal conductivity model w 13, 17x . The present study uses a
thermal conductivity value corrected for the predicted effects of high dopant
concentration and 1-m m-scale layer thickne ss w 18, 19x consiste nt with the cantilever
fabrication process w 1x . This value has also been tested in previously reported
thermal analyses of micromachined he ater-cantile vers w 1, 2x with favorable results.
The results for Ilever versus Vleve r are plotte d in Figure 2 s series A, dotte d
.
line . The calculations were performed in MATLAB. Note the close agree ment
between simulation and experiment. This confirms the validity of the thermal
runaway hypothesis, i.e., that thermal generation of intrinsic carriers in the he ater
is indeed responsible for the sharp jump in the I ] V curve .
Figure 4 shows the estimated variation of heate r temperature Thtr and
intrinsic carrier concentration n i with temperature . Note the sharp jump in both
quantitie s at 4.6 V. This is what causes the sudde n increase in current in Figure 2.
It is also interesting to note in Figure 5 that the heate r region resistance falls
drastically at high temperature s with increasing intrinsic carrier generation. In fact,
the effect is so pronounce d that the heate r region resistance eventually becomes
negligible compared to the cantilever leg resistance .
Also, note the very high estimate d temperature of the he ate r above 4.6 V in
Figure 4. Here, due to the high current, substantial heat generation is occurring
not only in the he ate r region, but in othe r parts of the cantilever as well. At these
temperatures the he ate r should start to glow. Inde ed, this prediction was found to
be true, as light emitted from the cantileve r was visible to the nake d eye during the
me asure ments.

Figure 4. Estimated carrier concentration and he ater temperature versus
applied voltage .
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Figure 5. Estimated electrical resistance of cantilever legs and
he ater region versus applied voltage.

In order to further establish the validity of the thermal-electrical model, Eqs.
s 1. ] s 7. were solved for not only for a 200- m m-long cantilever, but also for
cantilevers of length 50, 70, 100, 150, and 250 m m. In each case, the numbe r of leg
segments in the model was varie d to match the specific cantileve r length. s Me asurements showed that the electrical resistance s of the cantilevers could be
approximated by the line ar equation R le ve r s 4000 q1.65 = 10 9 l lever , where Rlever
is the resistance of the entire he ate r-cantile ver in ohms and l lever is the length of
each leg in meters.. For each cantilever length, the value of Vkink was calculate d.
Figure 6 s series A. shows a plot of Vkink versus l leve r , in which the predicted value s
are shown compare d against expe rimentally me asure d data. Close agre ement is
obse rved for all cantileve r lengths, confirming the validity of the model.
Finally, the entire experiment was repeated with the measure ments being
performe d in air instead of vacuum. In orde r to take into account an additional
he at loss mechanism } that of conduction through the air } an effective coefficient
of he at loss h eff was defined. This parame ter represents the effective ness of air
cooling per unit length of the cantileve r, and has units W r m K. The nodal
energy-balance equation then becomes

s Ti y Tiy 1 .

s k i , iy 1 . A
lseg

q h eff lseg s Ti y Trm . s s Ti q1 y Ti .

s k i q1, i . A
l seg

2

q s Ileve r . Rseg
s 8.

where Trm is room temperature s 300 K.. Here, h e ff is take n to be 0.1 W r m K.
Values of Ilever versus Vlever were calculate d as before using the thermal-electrical
model for each cantileve r length. See Figure 2 s series B . for the 200- m m cantilever
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Figure 6. Kink voltage ve rsus cantilever length, for cantilever
he ating measurements performed in vacuum s series A. and in air
s series B.. The dotted lines represent predictions based on the
thermal-e lectrical model.

case, in which the simulated curve and the measure d data again show a high degree
of correlation, just as they did for the vacuum measurements. In addition, predicted values of Vkink in air for various cantileve r lengths were compared with the
me asure d data, and the results in this case s Figure 6, series B. also agree .
SUMMAR Y
Micromachined cantileve rs with resistive he ating filaments were fabricate d to
inve stigate semiconductor thermal runaway due to intrinsic carrier generation.
Steady-state measurements of the I ] V characteristics of the he ater-cantile ver gave
a curve showing a sharp jump in current at a characte ristic voltage . A thermal-e lectrical model was formulated to explain the phenome non. Simple formulas were
used to relate silicon mate rial propertie s such as electrical resistance and thermal
conductivity to temperature. In particular, the model embodie s the hypothesis that
at high temperatures, the intrinsic carrier concentration in the he ate r region of the
cantilever incre ase s to such an exte nt that it exceeds the exte rnal dopant concentration, leading to a marked decrease in electrical resistance. This results in a
positive -feedback cycle that produces higher current, stronge r heating, and still
higher temperature s. The cycle is stoppe d only when the cantilever leg resistance
starts to dominate and limit current flow.
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Values of kink voltage predicted for various cantileve r lengths using the
model were compare d against measured values, and a high degree of correlation
was observe d. The model was accurate for vacuum and air environme nts.
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